Security

Network Security

Enhance your knowledge on all things Cisco Network Security Solution from NGFW to advanced Security Analytic Solution.

- BRKSEC-2410: SecureX: Outsmart Emerging Threats with Cisco Secure Network Analytics
- BRKSEC-2417: Keeping Up on Network Security with Cisco Firepower
- BRKSEC-1022: Health Monitoring in Next Generation Firewall
- BRKSEC-2016: Firepower Virtual Routing and Forwarding (VRF)
- BRKSEC-2029: Security in an Encrypted World: Enhancing Firewalls, IPS, and Proxies
- BRKSEC-2106: TLS Server Identity Discovery on Cisco Secure Firewall (Threat Defense)

- BRKSEC-2114: Turning your Web Security Proxy into a Breach Detection Sensor
- BRKSEC-2119: SMB Virtuosity, Doing the Common Uncommonly Well with One Dashboard
- BRKSEC-2004: Automation with Secure Network Analytics and SecureX
- BRKSEC-2023: SecureX and Firewall Integration
- BRKSEC-2014: Deploy Network Security as Code Using DevOps
- BRKSEC-2237: Securing Your 5G Infrastructure to the Edge and Beyond - A Highly Effective and Vendor Agnostic Security Architecture for 5G